2023 WG21 admin telecon meetings

Pre-meeting administrative telecon information

Teleconference information

Dates: Monday 2023-01-23  
      Monday 2023-05-29  
      Monday 2023-10-23

Time: 08:00 N.Am. Pacific Time (San Francisco)

Link: https://iso.zoom.us/j/98669433298

Meeting ID: 986 6943 3298
Password: (see separate email)

Agenda

1. Opening and introductions
   1.1 Roll call of participants
   1.2 Adopt agenda
   1.3 Approve minutes from previous meeting (deferred to full meeting)
   1.4 Review action items from previous meeting (deferred to full meeting)
   1.5 Review of project editor and external coordination assignments
      • Status page

2. Status reports
   2.0 Advisory subgroup status reports
      • AG, Admin group: Nevin Liber
      • DG, Direction group: Roger Orr
ARG, ABI review group: Daveed Vandevorode, Jason Merrill

2.1 Pipeline stage 1 groups: Specialist subgroup status reports (SGs)

SGs 3, 8, 11, and 13 are currently dormant and handled in the main subgroups. The active SGs are:

- **SG1**, Concurrency: Olivier Giroux, Hans Boehm
- **SG2**, Modules: David Stone
- **SG4**, Networking: Jeff Snyder, Gašper Ažman
- **SG5**, Transactional memory: Hans Boehm, Jens Maurer
- **SG6**, Numerics: Matthias Kretz, Lisa Lippincott, John McFarlane
- **SG7**, Compile-time programming: Hana Dusíková, Daveed Vandevorode
- **SG9**, Ranges: Inbal Levi, Casey Carter
- **SG10**, Feature test: Barry Revzin, Jonathan Wakely
- **SG12**, Undefined and unspecified behavior: Aaron Ballman, Michael Wong
- **SG14**, Low latency: Michael Wong
- **SG15**, Tooling: Michael Spencer, Ben Boeckel
- **SG16**, Unicode: Tom Honermann, Peter Brett
- **SG17**, EWG incubator: Botond Ballo, Erich Keane
- **SG18**, LEWG incubator: Billy Baker, Nevin Liber
- **SG19**, Machine learning: Michael Wong, Vincent Reverdy
- **SG20**, Education: JC van Winkel
- **SG21**, Contracts: John Spicer, Timur Doumler
- **SG22**, C/C++ liaison: Aaron Ballman, Thomas Koepp, JeanHeyd Meneide, Richard Smith

2.2 Pipeline stage 2 groups: Design subgroup status reports

- **EWG**, Core evolution: JF Bastien, David Stone, Erich Keane
- **LEWG**, Library evolution: Bryce Adelstein Lelbach, Fabio Fracassi, Ben Craig

2.3 Pipeline stage 3 groups: Wording subgroup status reports

- **CWG**, Core wording: Jens Maurer
- **LWG**, Library wording: Jonathan Wakely, Jeff Garland, Dietmar Kühl

2.5 SC22 report

2.6 SC22/WG14 (C) report (covered in 2.1 / SG22)

3. New business

3.1 Review of priorities and target dates

- Status page
- P1000
3.2 Any other business

4. Review
4.1 Review and approve resolutions and issues
4.2 Review action items

5. Closing process
5.1 Establish next agenda
5.2 Future meetings (deferred to full meeting)
5.3 Future mailings (deferred to full meeting)
5.4 Adjourn
Notes

1. Have a Sunday night "welcome orientation" for all new attendees, that as many chairs as are available could attend. Topics:
   - Wiki
   - Subgroup voting
   - Set expectations: want to speak freely, not give offense & also not take offense easily, assume good faith

2. Have subgroup chairs/assistants make a point of welcoming new faces.

3. Have designated volunteers available during the week to answer questions and give guidance, and some way to identify the volunteers (e.g., colored shirt, or large badge).

4. Email newcomers after the meeting and ask if they have any suggestions that would make it easier for future newcomers. Roger volunteered.

Freenode IRC C++ channels

IncludeCpp discord

public isocpp.org mailing lists (formerly Google groups)